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Collected in this Dragon Adventure coloring book are 52 of Rachael's favorite dragon designs. She

loved drawing every one, and she hopes that you will enjoy coloring them.   Ã¢â‚¬Å“The word

dragon entered the English language in the early 13th century from Old French dragon, which in

turn comes from Latin draconem (nominative draco) meaning "huge serpent, dragon," from the

Greek word, drakon "serpent, giant seafish". The Greek and Latin term referred to any great

serpent, not necessarily mythological, and this usage was also current in English up to the 18th

century.Ã¢â‚¬Â• - wikipedia.org   Check out Dragon Adventure 2!

https://www..com/Dragon-Adventure-Kaleidoscopia-Coloring-Continues/dp/1545468486/  Come

Like us on Facebook and share your results! Get access to free coloring pages!

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Kaleidoscopia-Coloring-Books/197595267073
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Rachael Mayo is a fantasy and SF artist from the Kansas City, Missouri area. She earned a BFA in

Illustration from University of Central Missouri in 1999. She considers art her foremost hobby and

spends most hours outside of her day job drawing fantastically detailed creatures.  Rachael once

designed a dragon for a coloring page contest and discovered that she genuinely enjoyed making

designs for others to color. Since then, she has created many different designs that include fantasy

and SF creatures, unique characters, and of course, DRAGONS.   Rachael's artwork may be seen

at http://rachaelm5.deviantart.com.



This coloring book is the perfect addition to my Teen grandchildrenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s coloring

library. It is not always easy to find coloring books for my older grandsons. This book is just that,

they love the dragons and the intricate patterns and designs keep them inspired, coloring and away

from the TV.The cover picture is included in this book but is the most complicated , detailed image

in the book. It is representative of the art style used on most of the dragons but most images are

one or two dragons adorned in scales and details like the cover picture but do not cover the entire

page , there are also a few simply outlined dragons and a couple silly dragon pictures. My book has

54 pictures not the 52 advertised and my grandchildren love the silly dragons.1. 54 Dragon

illustrations printed one per page (the back of each page is blank) on light weight bright white

paper.2. All markers and some gel pens bleed through this paper, I just place a couple pages of

paper under the page I am coloring to prevent damage to the next page.3. When I use colored

pencils with this book, I place my chipboard clip board under the page to prevent indentations to the

next page.4. All images are centered on each page and leave a Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â½ inch space between

the image and the binding, this is plenty of room to easily color each entire picture and to remove an

individual page from the book for coloring (I use a box cutter, ruler and cardboard under the page)

or to cut off the entire binding leaving individual pages for students and other groups.5. Most of the

images have small details so I use Colored pencils, Gel pens, or ultra fine markers for coloring In

this book.6. I am adding images to help you decide if this book is just right for you. The colored

image I colored with Sharpie ultra fine markers7. This is a wonderful book for school aged boys who

love to color detailed designs and adults who enjoy dragons, I purchased this to color with my older

grandsons and they love this dragon coloring book.

I have a big collection of coloring books and this by far is my favorite! The children in my clinic have

a coloring station. Even the younger ones gravitate to these dragons. I'm 50 and I love it too! The

detail and the beauty of the dragons transport my stress to another place far, far away. Another

wonderful thing about this one is that the pages are printed on only one side so if you want to frame

it there is no design from the next page to show through. Anxiously awaiting another coloring book

from this artist!

I got this coloring book for my oldest (10 years old) for Christmas. He loves to color and loves

dragons, so perfect combination. It has 110 pages of different pictures of dragons. All shapes and

sizes. All different designs. I was expecting fuller pages (the picture all over the page) instead of



some white left on the pages. The pages feel like kind of like printer paper. Not really sturdy. They

are somewhat easy to tear out (to display or hang on the fridge). Although it says adult coloring

book, I can recommend this one for kids, especially if they like dragons.

I was so impressed by the detail that these dragons have on them! The cover picture is only 1 of

many different kinds and dragons to color in this book! Everything from extravagant (like the cover)

to just simple yet beautiful images. I have already finished one and can't wait to start on the next

one, just have to decide which!

As an artist myself, I am really picky about finding coloring books with great art. I looked at several

before deciding on this one. The dragons are really detailed and well designed, and have a lot of

personality! The paper is of good thickness, and the images are only printed on one side, so you

can remove them to save after you are done coloring if you like. If you are looking for a great

coloring book with dragons, choose this one!

Great line drawings. Exactly what you would expect from this artist. Intricate beautiful pictures.Only

complaint is the pages are rather thin so you have to place something in between them so as to not

indent the next page. Also I would have liked to have perforations to allow me to take out the

pictures more easily.

For me this would really rate a lower score. If you like this kind of art it may get a better review, so I

compromised and gave it a three. What I dislike is that many of the pictures are so convoluted that it

is to hard to follow the dragon shape. Sometimes when there are multiple dragons, or even one, its

difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish it/them.

Got this so both I and my boys (ages 7 and 6) could enjoy coloring together. It's intricate enough for

adults but high interest for kids too. Lots of great images. I'm not a fan of a few of the more cheesy

images, like dragons with drums and sunglasses, but these are fine for my kids and there are plenty

of others that are more "regal" I guess. It's great that pages are one-sided and perforated, so it's

easy to tear out, color, and display. Definitely happy with purchase.
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